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I’ve called our marketing team ‘small and mighty’ from the start.
With just a handful of passionate, talented team members,
we’ve moved mountains. Unafraid of a challenge, and the most
resourceful group of individuals I’ve ever worked with, we don’t
let minimal budgets or larger-than-life challenges stand in our
way. Our former CIO said it best:
“Our Marketing team does a tremendous job making it easy
for our customers to understand how much they can achieve
with enterprise social networks. You have created more market
awareness than many huge enterprises I have seen, and pulled
off huge accomplishments…I have learned a lot from all of you
— not only by watching what you achieved, but also how you
had fun doing this.”
Yes, we have a great team. But this task was different.
The challenge came early one Monday morning:

“We’re considering rebranding the company. Give us a proposal and your recommendations.”

Truthfully, a name change is something we’d been contemplating over the past twelve
months. But each time the subject was addressed, the discussion ended upon realizing the
amount of brand equity that was at risk, followed by the thought of the blood, sweat and
tears that had been invested over the past decade to build the company.
Our company name, ‘Neighborhood America’ served us well over time. In 1999, long
before terms like social networking were being used, we were all about taking offline
collaboration and ‘town hall meeting’ environments to the Web where the interaction could
be more inclusive, productive and efficient. The name ‘Neighborhood America’ worked, as
it conveyed a sense of ‘working together to get things done’.
Then came September 11, 2001. We were called upon to support many public outreach
initiatives that enabled our country to unite, heal and remember. Again, our name served us
well. It felt ‘small, comfortable and secure’ in a big world full of uncertainty.
But as our company grew, the name began to feel too small. As we wrapped up our first
decade and looked into the future – a near-term future that included plans for global market
penetration – it became clear that a rebrand was no longer an option. It was a necessity.
And so our marketing team went to work: researching companies that had gone through
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similar change, quantifying the dollars involved, recommending very methodical
processes for implementation, and developing a reasonable time frame. Taking our usual
aggressive approach that involved tight deadlines, minimal resources and limited budget,
we developed the proposal right down to the final recommendations: Our carefully
thought-out plan told us that 18 months and a half million dollars later (only a fraction of
the expenditures incurred by those who’ve gone before us!), Neighborhood America’s
rebranding would be complete.
One week after the presentation, we received executive and board approval to proceed.
But with a few caveats:
•

Move forward immediately - although the new name has not yet been determined
(but don’t let that stop you!)

•

Have the rebrand complete by January 1…which meant that instead of the 18
months we had proposed, we had exactly six weeks.

As the holiday season was quickly approaching, ‘visions of sugar plums dancing in my
head’ were quickly replaced with visions that I dare not share here. But what will be
shared in this paper are lessons on how we shifted from ‘OMG they’re crazy’ mode into
high gear, accomplishing the unthinkable.
This paper is written from the trenches as we rebranded our company and transitioned
from the name ‘Neighborhood America’ to ‘INgage Networks’ – capturing key learnings
we discovered along the way.

Here’s an area that drives home the importance of
quality over quantity: despite the magnitude of tasks
you’ll be juggling, a large army is not needed. But what
is needed is the right army. The most important success
factor is having the right people who share your resourcefulness,
enhance one another’s creativity, share a sense of optimism, bring an
abundance of energy, and as a whole, they share a belief that you can actually pull this off.
There are no weak links in this formula – you simply cannot afford to have anyone bring you down.

When I look back long enough to appreciate what we accomplished, I don’t know how we did it. But I do know that if,
during the journey, we had stopped to focus on every obstacle along the way and taken our eye off the end zone, we
would’ve sunk.
That’s why the team often hears me walking through the office chanting, ‘just keep swimming, swimming, swimming’ – a
lesson reinforced by Dory in Finding Nemo. (Watch it here and just try not to smile!)
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When Dory and Marlin were swimming through the clear waters, suddenly grave danger approached. The end zone was
just ahead, but in order to get there, they had to swim through the waters infested with deadly jellyfish. Dory’s advice to
Marlin: Just keep swimming, swimming, swimming. Marlin, on the other hand, haunted by his good common sense and
practicality, couldn’t help but see the jellyfish all around him.
He darted to the left, to the right, trying to avoid the dangers in
sight…until
With his focus gone astray, he fell victim to
the deadly sting. Of course, Marlin’s ultimate victory awaits, as his
loyal friend not only rescues him, but also leads him to his
happy ending.
In spite of your best planning, throughout the
rebranding there will be ‘jellyfish’ moments that
you never imagined. Decisions will be made that
defy logic, funds may be stripped away, promises
rescinded, or key team members may quickly head
toward the exit. But a strong leader keeps their troops
focused on the end zone and helps ward off the dangers along the way.

The good news in rebranding a company in six weeks is that you are only 42 days
away from completion. The end is always in sight - for you and your support systems!
Preparing spouses or children with realistic expectations (like ‘mom ain’t cooking dinner
tonight!’) or begging co-workers for a little extra patience and cooperation (added bonus
if they can read the signs that say, ‘man, I need a Happy Hour’), will go a long way in
helping you through the next six weeks.
Even more important: continue to emphasize this ‘light at the end of the tunnel’ to your
team. Through this process, you’ll all be burning both ends of the candle, which is neither
sustainable nor healthy. Here’s where you return to lesson #1: people are everything,
and you must protect your most precious resource.
That dynamic, excited team must remain energized and have something to look forward
to. That’s not easy to do when they’re burning the midnight oil and working weekends,
so help them. The promise of compensated time or some other special award that
involves time away from work goes a long way. Offering up an individual license to live
and laugh away from the office is good for the creative soul. Our team escaped one
afternoon to the beach. A couple of margaritas and the joy of watching dolphins swim
by took all but a few hours yet provided much needed peace and respite.
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Learn how to read your team. Whether it’s the look on Nicky’s face that says ‘my wheels
are spinning and they’re not heading to a good place,’ or the Pepsi and energy drink
cans piling up on Darek’s desk, or Kathy’s deep sigh and footsteps that grow so heavy in
frustration that they seem to shake the office floor, recognizing when to head off danger
is key. An assurance, a gesture of empathy and appreciation, a field trip to Starbucks –
along with a reminder of the progress being made to-date and a glimpse of the end zone
– go a long way in bringing your team members back to the task at hand.
You won’t have all the answers, nor do you need them. Your team will appreciate an
honest ‘I don’t have a clue either, but we’ll figure it out together’ camaraderie. Anything
less than genuine will open the door to distrust, and there’s not even a crack in this
timeframe to allow that in. Learn to embrace uncertainty as a new opportunity, and laugh
at yourself and the situation. It is in this vein that I taught some of our team members the
definition of the quite appropriate term, snafu.

Together with our CMO, we brainstormed with our creative teams and jointly
agreed on our new logo design. Our board members approved our new look and
we were finally ready to roll forward.
While we were admiring how the new logo would look within the mountains of
collateral changes that were underway, there were other ideas brewing. As it
turns out, our well-orchestrated brainstorming, selection and approval meetings
excluded one very important factor: our company co-founders.
Hindsight is grand: of course we should’ve included them! Yet in the moment, we
thought we had all of our ducks in a row. But it proved to be a costly oversight.
While we were moving forward, the founders of our company were busy behind
closed doors reworking a new logo, which included both the design and color
palette. By the time they’d resurfaced with new direction, we had lost one week
of valuable time integrating their ideas into our look and feel. And although we
recovered quickly, we certainly could not afford to waste 1/6 of our allocated time
doing re-work that should’ve been avoided.

In Monty Python and the Holy Grail, there’s a scene where The King meets the Black Knight in the forest. The Knight
holds his ground and proclaims
And the duel begins. With one mighty swing of the
sword, the King severs his opponent’s left arm. No worries, though…the Knight simply uses his right arm to bear his sword.
The King, shaking his head in disbelief, raises his sword again, and in
another mighty swing severs the Knight’s right arm. Still, the Knight is
standing, ready to fight with new tactics. Minus a few limbs, the Knight
proclaims
to which the King’s court replies:

By now you probably know the rest of the story, and if not, here’s a video
(parental warning here for gruesome content).
In all its goriness, the storyline reminds me of us.

Movie screenshot

widely found throughout the Internet, believed to
be used under fair use to support commentary
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Yes, we are a bit loony. But you have to be to get through an undertaking such as this
within six weeks.

1. Our new name had been chosen. Our new logo was ready. Then one week

into our implementation process, the train came to a screeching halt. ‘Just
kidding…we’re changing the name…again’ (
…there goes arm #1)

2. Remember that half million dollar budget we had carefully outlined? We had
assumed this was all part of the approval that had said ‘Great! Move forward.
And have it done in six weeks…’ Weeks into the process when we were
ready to start investing heavily in industry outreach and event sponsorships to
publicize and reinforce the new brand, order basic collateral such as business
cards, and print t-shirts to spark employee enthusiasm, we encountered
‘budget? What budget?’ (
…there goes arm #2)

But we didn’t let that stop us. Instead we traded in our plans to broadcast
far & wide through industry conferences and events for the much quieter
approach of reaching our networks through emails, phone calls and
social media outlets.
3. Our CMO resigns (
take off both legs at once)

That one was big enough to

If this news was going to come, at least it was on the tail end of
our adventure. Our executive sponsor was everything we could’ve
hoped for and more, and his leadership was largely responsible
for keeping the road ahead clear and focused, serving as the
first line of defense against anything or anyone that attempted to
divert this train. Despite the loss, ‘change’ was no stranger to our
lives and we’ve come to know ‘transition’ like an old friend - so we
just keep swimming, swimming, swimming.
You will go through change and you will face uncertainty. Budgets
may be cut, programs discontinued, resources eliminated, decisions
overturned. The battles are endless – and so too must be your ability
to persevere.
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“We can’t stay here, it’s not safe.” When thinking back to the rebranding
process, nothing resonates with me more than this line spoken by Matt
Damon in his portrayal of Jason Bourne in The Bourne Identity. As our team
was taking steps to expand into international waters, we knew that we could
not do so successfully with the name, Neighborhood America. What better
time than now to revisit the framework for our corporate brand. Enter our
Bourne Identity (aka the brand platform)!
In the movie, Jason Bourne is a psychogenic amnesiac who attempts to
discover his true identity amidst a conspiracy within the Central Intelligence
Agency. Like Bourne (minus the connection to the CIA, of course), our
lean-and-mean marketing team took a step back to uncover our true identity
before we messaged the world with a new corporate moniker.
Building a solid brand platform is like building the ark . . .every piece—no matter how big or small—matters if you want
to come out on top. Truth be told, the entire process was sort of like group therapy, where we had to really dig deep to
understand and love who we were before we could tell and show the rest of the world . . . again. ☺
And it was that ‘again’ part that was so hard. With a company such as ours providing a complex technology offering, it
has never been easy to tell the world succinctly what we do. But we had managed pretty well – and in fact had been very
successful over the past year in building awareness, a strong analyst following, and even winning some of the industry’s
most coveted awards. ‘Starting over’ after ten years was at times a paralyzing
thought – and nothing sums that up better than one of Bourne’s low points in
the movie (view the video clip here):

Jason Bourne: “I don’t wanna do this anymore...”
The Professor: “I don’t think that’s a decision you can make.”
But like Bourne, we continued finding it within ourselves to keep moving.
The experience itself was important because the exercise helped us to
understand how we wanted to be branded and how best to convey that message
both internally and externally. What we were really accomplishing (without knowing it)
was the foundation for all of our future marketing work.

Here are the 5 pillars that helped us to create our new identity:
Movie release poster

widely found throughout the Internet, believed to be
1. Core Identity The central, timeless essence of your brand that is unlikely to change as
used under fair use to support commentary
your company explores new business services and markets. It is consistent and clear
throughout all you do and is the true brand driver. To help get you started, think about those
2-3 items that differentiate you from your competition. Regardless of any products or services
your organization may add in the future, what will your brand always be defined by? Exceptional
customer service? Innovation? Revolutionizing market trends? What is it that uniquely identifies
your organization and its character? Your core identity creates the solid ground for your platform.
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2. Extended Identity This pillar encompasses distinct and meaningful associations that you wish
to have attached to your brand. They add breadth to the brand identity and provide a foundation
for both internal and external programs. The extended identity can also serve as proof points for
your brand. How do you want to present yourselves to customers, employees, potential partners,
the industry, etc.? Do you want them to perceive you as dedicated to their success, financially
secure, always accessible when they need guidance? Know your external audience, and then
decide the most important things they need to know about you.
3. Brand Promise The brand promise is a statement that you make to customers that identifies
what they should expect for all interactions with your people, products, services and company a statement of what your brand is committed to doing and being. Externally, it is a promise you
make to customers. Used as an internal tool, the brand promise reminds employees how they
contribute to the company’s success and the value it provides. Think about those key messages
that are consistent throughout your brand. Take time to listen to what your Customer Service
department says when responding to inquiries. What do you hear your leadership say over
and over again? Start there because the brand promise is probably hiding in those everyday
statements.
4. Positioning Statement Your brand’s positioning statement provides guidance and key
messages, explaining who the company is, and what it does. It is how your organization wants
to be perceived. Think of yourself in an elevator full of investors. Someone asks, “Hey, what
does your company do?” In 10 seconds or less, how do you answer? This is the basis for your
positioning statement. It should be that one sentence that the entire organization can stand
behind. Take a step back and think about an “elevator pitch” that everyone—from the intern to the
CEO—can articulate.
5. Brand Personality The Brand Personality consists of adjectives that describe the type of
person the brand represents. It provides depth, feelings, and spirit to the brand that can be
applied across communications tactics. It is the tone used in communications but is not directly
stated. Think of it in these terms: If your brand were a person, what adjectives would you use to
describe it? Intelligent, considerate, authentic, successful, creative?
Those five elements may not seem like a lot, but together, they form the foundation for all of your messaging efforts. And
take it from someone who has been in the trenches: It takes work to nail them down.
Finally . . . presentation after refined presentation, our leadership
team signed off on the new brand platform. Our Bourne Identity
experience now behind us, our marketing team began to utilize
the brand platform to effectively communicate what is different
about our company, educate customers and prospects on why
they should do business with us, and increase recall of our new
company brand.
If you’re about to take the plunge into the rebranding waters, be
sure to take the necessary steps to define your Bourne Identity.
For any brand platform to be effective, you really have to know
and trust your corporate self.
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Remain transparent and allow your company to be part of the rebranding effort. With a company over ten years old, a lot
of people hold the brand dear to their heart - and so they should. It might be hard on a few people to have a young and
vibrant marketing team come in and transform the brand – and a likely unwelcomed surprise for most to walk into work on
a Monday and learn that the name has been changed.
1. Involve employees in the development of the new name. We invited employees to submit their ideas for a new
name (through our own social software, of course). As we reviewed the submissions, we discovered nuggets
of brilliance that we hadn’t previously thought of; we noticed a pattern emerging; the word ‘engage’ repeatedly
appeared…and we combined all of this insight to create our new name, INgage Networks. We loved it, the
marketplace welcomed it, and most of all, our employees readily embraced the change because they were part of it.
2. Keep employees apprised of progress. We utilized our internal employee newsletter to provide weekly recaps
of the weeks’ accomplishments and plans for the coming week, which helped to establish realistic expectations,
minimize obstacles, and provide advance notice when we needed help.
3. Host workshops as part of the rollout. We reserved one hour of time to create excitement and distribute any
promotional items (food always helps!). But there was another reason for this workshop – to provide hands-on
training and ensure all employees had successfully adhered to the new brand standards when updating email
signatures, corporate document templates, social media accounts, etc.

We were rebranding, but there was one important thing missing: a new name.
The obvious initial reaction would have been to sit on our hands until we
began to hear the drum and decipher the beat we’d be marching to. That
would have been logical. But nothing about rebranding a decade old company
in six weeks is logical.
As we began making lists of the many tasks before us, we were surprised
to discover just how much work could be done before we even knew the
name. To this day, I get a little short of breath thinking about everything that
needed to change: every piece of collateral created over the past ten years
including case studies and white papers, form and document templates,
multiple changes within every page of our websites – not to mention links and
lead nurturing programs, SEO/PPC campaigns, any Wikipedia entries, signage
and other displays, support systems such as CRM – right down to voicemail
and conference line recordings.
Also be sure to search online for references to your company, products and/or
executives. You’re sure to find some surprises there with company listings
in directories you’d long forgotten about, or references you never knew
about. Add this wealth of data to your list and begin tackling right away.
It can take weeks, if not months, to get some of these listings updated.
Consider the vastness of this list and recognize that there’s no
mercy in your ‘day job’ - your regular workload will continue to flow.
Given this, and if your budget allows, consider hiring a creative
designer to focus solely on the extra load of rebranded collateral.
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Keep your task list close at all times because it will not stop growing. Most importantly, the person
charged with managing this task list must – absolutely must – be of the extremely organized type, with the
ability to effectively manage projects that run up against all odds.
While we planned for the new name, we simultaneously began mapping out the steps that would be
needed to complete our task, and setting timeframes for deliverables that would have our rollout taking
place January 1. Here are three things to keep in mind:
•

Cross-departmental collaboration is essential, as is the ability to designate clear ownership
among department leaders who will assume responsibility for their respective tasks – and accept
accountability for completion.

•

Don’t ignore those tasks that are beyond your realm of control, including HR, IT, legal, product
development and operations. Instead, establish open lines of communication, to-do tasks,
deadlines and accountability – and work with these departments through completion.

•

You will quickly recognize that it is humanly impossible to complete all tasks within 42 days. Learn
how to filter tasks and create lists that separate the immediate tasks (Phase I), versus those that
are not time-critical or publicly facing (Phase II or III – those that can be completed behind the
scenes after the public rollout).

With task lists, dates and accountability charted, it is important to keep this
plan visible. Our task management methodologies were a bit prehistoric,
but they worked. We did not have the luxury of sophisticated project/time
management systems and Gantt charts, so we relied on our resourcefulness:
a free calendar template downloaded from calendarsthatwork.com worked
just fine.
By keeping this calendar updated with tasks, accountability and deadlines
on our shared network, everyone could see what had been completed,
deadlines fast approaching, and how each assignment impacted the
responsibilities of others. Taking one week at a time, we gradually worked
our way through the calendar, crossing out tasks as they were completed.
The latter was a mentally-gratifying reward, taking the weight of the world
off our shoulders every time we could see the progress being made.
Recognize that despite the lofty aspirations, there are going to be things that
cannot be addressed within six weeks. These things move to Phase 2 of the
rebranding process. These are activities that can wait – those that are not visible to
the outside world and are not mission-critical. For us, examples of this were our
Intranetwork, internal wiki and product development labs. These lower priority tasks
were moved to the next 3-6 month timeframe for Phase 2, so they didn’t become
‘jellyfish’ in the way of achieving our end goal.
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As a communications manager, it’s my job to tell the world our stories –
which wasn’t always easy when our cutting-edge technology company was
named “Neighborhood America.” Often times I’d get responses like, “Oh
Neighborhood America, you’re a real estate company.” Not so much. Or maybe,
“Ah, I know, you’re that non-profit, right?” Ah, NO, we’re in the business of
making money!
Let’s face it... the name didn’t fit a high-tech software company. So when we
were told that we were going to rebrand, my first thought was, “Finally, a name
I can promote!” What I didn’t think about was everything that goes into updating
reporters, analysts, customers, third party websites featuring company listings,
social media accounts... not to mention the library of videos we’d shot and edited
or the media hits.
The excitement of the new name wore off quickly. I thought: am I starting from
scratch with the name recognition? And it’s not like I can drop everything and just
focus on this task. How do I find the bandwidth for my other responsibilities?
Anxiety set in. I reminded myself to take a deep breath. Breathe.
Ah, I know, we’ll hire an outside public relations firm to help us out. They’ve got the staff and the experience to knock
this announcement out of the park for us. We’ll get coverage in Business Week, The New York Times... I can picture the
headlines now...
But as you read in the beginning, our “plan” did not include the resources for outside help from a PR firm. We were flying solo.
With just a few weeks left to roll out the new name, I looked to our team for support and sanity, and awkwardly took the
first step into the tedious process of communicating this milestone for our company. What I learned along the way, I hope
makes your path a little easier. Here are 5 tips for your communications plan:

How would you feel if you found out your best friend was getting married... from the wedding
invitation? In the same way, some folks shouldn’t learn about the name change from a press
release. It’s common sense to inform those closest to your company prior to the official
announcement: employees, shareholders, partners and customers. What worked well for us
was to send out an email, the month before the announcement, from our CEO. We titled it, “From
the Desk of KPK” - his initials - and the note felt warm and personal, giving them insight into the
reasons behind the name change.
But don’t forget reporters that you’ve connected with or have a relationship with and industry
analysts, if applicable. I’m not suggesting you send an email blast to everyone that covers your
space. Be selective. Inform key contacts with the understanding it can’t be made public until the
official announcement date.
The same for analysts. Analysts should be kept close to your company. Make them feel special,
because frankly, they are. Their influence and research can impact your customer’s buying
decisions. You don’t want them to be under the impression that your company got bought out or
is in financial trouble because it suddenly changes its name. The folks mentioned will appreciate
getting a heads up. Which brings me to my next point:
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I can’t tell you how frustrating it was when people gave me grief about the old name. Some loved
the name (and still don’t understand why we changed it) but others didn’t get why the name was
Neighborhood America. But since the beginning, we’d had a great story that enabled everyone
to understand the reason behind our name. The name made sense 10 years ago, connecting
citizens and neighborhoods online to improve public processes across the country. So what
would be our new story?
Much thought was put into the new name. It’s not Google (although they’ve done very well for
themselves), but rather two words that speak to what our product does: helping organizations
“engage” their “networks” online to get results. But sharing our company plans to go global was
always the home run – everyone understood that the name Neighborhood America would not
work beyond our borders.
I suggest doing what we did:
• Put together a short video explaining the rebrand. Make it funny. Interview your CEO
or CMO, and some employees. Get their take on camera. We posted our video on our
YouTube channel and company website.
•

Create a blog post that gives a more personal take on the rebrand than one would find in
your official announcement.

•

Begin transitioning to the name in subtle ways, prior to the official announcement. During
the 4Q of 2009, we began sharing news of our rebrand on our corporate website. We linked
to a Q&A page (which included the video and blog links), anticipating questions that our
audience would have - Why? What’s the name mean? Have you been acquired? Is the
management team intact? - all those questions that naturally arise. By addressing these
questions head on, we left no room for assumptions to fuel the rumor mill.

So you see, whatever your story is, tell it! Make it mean something to the world. Defend your new
name, knowing that it’s the next chapter in your company’s story.

When I say be prepared to defend your new name, I’m not kidding. Don’t be surprised if you get
naysayers, people that have nothing better to do than to rain on your parade, whether it’s in
the blogosphere or on Twitter.
For example, I remember one lovely comment from a reporter that will remain nameless. He
just wasn’t down with the new name. Even after explaining that it actually meant something, he
couldn’t get past the fact we spelled ‘engage’ incorrectly with a capital ‘IN.’ Of course, we had
a reason for that, too. The ‘IN’ was a clever play on what we preach to our customers – to get
‘in’ with your network of customers, employees, etc. (as opposed to ‘out’ of the network, or an
outsider looking in).
Or I could have just told the reporter that we’re all stupid and our marketing department felt like
misspelling ‘engage’ to jazz things up. Who knows, but what I learned is don’t entertain pointless
conversation that is going to derail your efforts. Be nice, share your story, but you’re not going to
make everyone happy. Pull out the umbrella, prop it open and keep on walking.
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If you’ve ever watched ABC’s late-night show Jimmy Kimmel Live, they have the funniest
segment called, “Unnecessary Censorship.” They take normal every day interviews or sound
bites and use censorship to make it seem lewd or inappropriate. It’s hilarious.
It’s exactly what came to mind when I contemplated what I was going to do with all of the videos
we had shot and edited the previous three years. In this case, it would be censorship every time
the former name was mentioned, or maybe voice dubbing, like in older Jackie Chan movies.
After this gave me a good chuckle, I realized you can’t update everything. Don’t ignore the fact
that your name was different in that place and time - it’s part of the company’s evolving story.
And this holds true for press releases and media coverage. I can’t go back to those reporters and
have them change the name on the article.
But what you can do is update your company name on websites that feature company profiles.
For example, Business Week has one. When our department ran a report, I got back several
pages of links, like the Business Week one, all mentioning company information.
One by one, I reached out to their editors and webmasters to have them graciously update our
information. This is important because if someone is researching your company, many of these
sites will pop up. It’s a tedious task, so do what you can. Again, don’t feel like you need to
disown any mention of the former name. In fact, I suggest incorporating a “formerly known as”
within press release boilerplates and other listings to ease through the transition period, for at
least six months.

In the age of social media – Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, Wikipedia – keep
in mind you’ll have to update your accounts, whether it’s securing the new name or
setting up a ghost account prior to the official announcement.
Securing the new names should be part of your immediate rebranding plans – long
before anyone else knows about it – but I suggest learning the process with each of these
sites BEFORE you secure names. This will save you a lot of time and frustration. Have
these accounts ready to go to coincide with the official announcement date. I ran into
some trouble when we secured the new name for Twitter when I realized I couldn’t
switch our current account, because I had the name! After looking up FAQ’s and reaching out to
Twitter support, I finally figured out how to make the switch – but not without a lot of frustration...
and time lost.
In closing, we never got the $20K budget to hire the PR firm. Dreams of making national
headlines never came to fruition. But hey, that’s ok. As a team we persevered. And when the big
day came, we garnered attention from analysts and media coverage. By necessity, we chose a
slow rumble rather than coming out with a huge bang. And the work continues.
One of my favorite quotes comes from Eleanor Roosevelt, “You gain strength, courage, and
confidence by every experience by which you really stop to look fear in the face. You must do the
thing you think you cannot do.” Six weeks sounds crazy, but it’s not impossible. We did it. You
can, too.
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(Editors Note: Darek has a special place in our hearts. A new hire, he came to
work on his first day to discover that his first assignment would be to spearhead
the rebranding of our Web presence. When he showed up for work the second
day, we knew we’d made the right hiring decision!)
I have to admit – when I first heard that I’d have to rebrand all the company’s web
pages within six weeks, I panicked. Then I pulled myself together and reminded
myself of Marlin’s words in Finding Nemo: “I didn’t come this far to be breakfast.”
So while energy drinks and carbonated sodas became my breakfast, I started
working on the plan.

All right, so I had hundreds of web pages to redo and thousands (yes, literally!) of
changes to implement. I knew that defining the scope was essential. I also knew
that this was going to be a project manager’s worst nightmare…a target that
keeps moving with continuous changes, which was compounded because I was
so new and still learning about the current system. I found it most helpful to break
down the entire project into individual components of work structure (with such a
complex project as this one, a work breakdown structure (WBS) really helped to
make it manageable).
As early as possible in the process, I would suggest addressing the following:
• Secure the new domain name with at least a few basic extensions (.com/.
net/.org/.us/etc.) to protect and prevent your domain name from being
acquired by someone else, hijacked and/or possibly even used for
phishing.
•

Have the re-direction strategy for your pages in place – it’s crucial that you
minimize the impact of moving to the new domain on your search engine
rankings. We used 301 redirects (which is currently the method preferred
by Google).

•

Prepare your new PPC ads in advance and place them in the “paused”
status. Keep in mind that Google can take up to a couple of days to
approve your advertisement.

•

And most importantly “plan to plan” – make sure that you have your
plan ready as early as possible. I would also recommend using project
management software such as MS Project, Daptiv or Basecamp to
increase productivity and streamline communication with your project team.

I think it was Mike Tyson who said: “Everyone has a plan - until they get punched
in the face.”

Whenever you’re re-branding your web marketing in six weeks - with the
ambitious scope and super-short schedule – you’d better be prepared for
surprises. One wrong character in the 1,000-lines long programming code can
cause your entire page to crash; your database could fail due to a poorly written
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SQL statement; Google might not like your new ad and delay publishing by a
week. We experienced all of this (and so much more). Without doing a little risk
management and adding some lead and lag time to the more difficult tasks, I
would have been in trouble. Oh, and clean up your schedule for the weekends –
you’re going to need that cushion of time to address things that go wrong.

Quality control and assurance are essential for any web development project,
but this one was particularly tricky without the luxury of built-in time to allow for
proper QA. But it’s not something you can overlook when you’re overhauling
your entire system and playing with the server structure, naming conventions and
database tables. One little mistake might cause the entire web site to crash, so
allowing time to test your system before implementation will pay off a thousand
times over.
After all these years in web development, I found the Pareto’s rule (80/20 rule) to
be particularly helpful - 80% of problems or defects are most often due to 20% of
the causes. Lesson: it’s important to make QC and QA an integral part of your
rebrand project’s entire life cycle and always try to focus your attention on the
most critical issues.

You can have a sound project plan, manage all risks, test like crazy and you’re
still going to fail if you forget to recognize the importance of and nurture what’s
the most important part of your project – your team!
I was lucky to work with a group of super-talented individuals that not only were
able to work together as one but also had fun doing it. This made working on this
project both exciting and rewarding. The cool thing also was that their attitude,
combined with monumental amounts of work, made me lose that “being new at
the company” feeling after about one week. It’s all about people, it’s all about
teamwork and making sure that each person’s individual role is recognized and
appreciated. Oh yeah, and it was also about reminding each other to “just keep
swimming, swimming, swimming.”
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Did things go off without a hitch? No.
Was it hard? Brutal at times.
Do we have some lasting battle scars? Probably.
But we did manage to come through on the other side with our sanity intact and gratification knowing that we’d
accomplished the unthinkable: a successful rebranding of a decade-old company in just 42 days.
While this eBook does not include everything you need to know (such as the necessary research upfront and legal
considerations), we hope that the lessons shared here will help to prepare you for the long (or short and bumpy) road ahead.

Thanks especially to Oren Adony, our graphic designer extraordinaire, who worked
quietly behind the scenes to bring all of our new branding efforts to life. Oren’s
been much too consumed with designing to partake in writing – but our rebrand,
along with this book, couldn’t have been completed without him!

Also a shout-out goes to our entire team of talented
designers who have a hand in everything we do
– Lauren, Josue, Bill and Dave. It’s a privilege to
work with this amazing group every day. Check out
this video and you’ll see what we mean!

And to our own Astro Boy, Tom Edwards, whose black
fin was both a comforter and motivator. As CMO, he
was our real black knight, helping us to fight the good
fight and keeping us protected from all those jellyfish.
Although life led him in a new direction before our
mission was complete, he will forever hold a special
place in our superhero hall of fame!

Last but not least, the dynamic duo behind our company – Kim Kobza and
David Bankston - whose forward-thinking vision keeps a marketing team
consistently challenged. Thank you for believing in us and understanding
when to flex the muscle (and when to run for cover).
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